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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Imagine if we had 5 Talisman slots. You're browsing the GameFAQs Message Boards as a guest. Sign

Up for free (or Log In if you already have an account) to be able to post messages, change how
messages are displayed, and view media in posts. There is a space for another (hopefully DLC who

knows) It would create a ton more build variety, with so many talismans i cant see why they couldn't add
another in. I mean as it is i generally only NEED 3 and the 4th is just a "might as well use this since i have
an open slot" or it's a "lemme swap into this for this specific reason" a 5th would just make it even more
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meh. Since, I'm usually using multiple talismans to increase my damage, and then maybe one to meet
gear requirements, I wouldn't mind having a slot for a defensive talisman (although I can still add more

damage with another slot). More limitations makes more variety. More available slots means you have to
make less choices and homogenizes everything. Less choices = forces you to sacrifice one talisman

over another = more variety. I don't get your argument in that sense. If you want more talisman slots, just
say that. You say less is more but I'm betting most people are running jar and erdtree favor and

radagon's soreseal so the vast majority of people only have 1 slot that variety is going towards. More
limitations does not neccesarily make more variety, theres more to it than that. All that matters is that

limitations stop us from taking every single thing that is good and a 5th slot wouldn't come close to that,
so the extra slot would likely provide increased variety instead of less. You say less is more but I'm

betting most people are running jar and erdtree favor and radagon's soreseal so the vast majority of
people only have 1 slot that variety is going towards. More limitations does not neccesarily make more

variety, theres more to it than that. All that matters is that limitations stop us from taking every single thing
that is good and a 5th slot wouldn't come close to that, so the extra slot would likely provide increased
variety instead of less. I never cared about justice, and I don't recall ever calling myself a hero. I have

always only fought for the people I believe in. ~Zero. Imagine if we had 6! No 7. no imagine if they
removed talisman slots and made it so that any talisman you have / found is permanently active! Imagine
going to level 600 and calling it a build. Imagine if we had 6! No 7. no imagine if they removed talisman

slots and made it so that any talisman you have / found is permanently active! Imagine that reduced
defense if that was true. Blitzball Is A Sports Mini Game In FFX That's Better Than Any Sports Game By

EA. PSN: BiG_j_632 / XBL: F*** That.
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